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question:
what is the relationship (if any) between the
language you speak and the way you think?
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1. strong version: the way people think is determined by
the language that they speak (natively)
 

2. weak version: the way people think can be affected by
properties of the language they speak

the "Sapir-Whorf" hypothesis

nb: many, many variations of these. can
you imagine some plausible ones?!
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a very old
controversy
indeed!

the "Sapir-Whorf" hypothesis
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colors!

Kay & Kempton (1984)
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K&K 1984: design
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K&K 84: results
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K&K 1984: interpretation
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thoughts?

 

what do the results indicate,
assuming that they can be

generalized??

 

specific to color perception?!
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beyond colors!

Boroditsky (2002)
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Boroditsky02 expts 1, 3
horizontal prime vertical prime

true or false?

May is [before/after] OR [earlier/later than] July
 

true or false?

before/after =
"spatio-temporal"
 
earlier/later =
purely temporal
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spatio-temporal targets (before/after)

(reminder)
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purely temporal targets (earlier/later)

(reminder)
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interesting...
 

what should we make of all this?!

seems relevant too...
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seems like language can't
completely determine how we think

...

after all, people often speak more
than one language natively

...

and people often speak more than
one language at a time!
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code-switching

the phenomenon of multi-lingual
dialogues or utterances is called

code-switching

and it's a lot more systematic than you might think!
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code-switching

some help from the Spanish speakers, pls!
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code-switching

some help from the Spanish speakers, pls!
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code-switching

some help from the Spanish speakers, pls!

what are some differences between the two passages...
 

grammatically? (in terms of syntactic structure)
where do the switches happen in each passage?
what regularities do they have?
(e.g. sentence boundary vs middle of phrase)
 

grammaticality-ly (in terms of "how good" they sound?!)
which one sounds more natural?
 

stylistically? 
 
etc
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